楼花转让法律问题
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• 21年经验包括20年贝街公司法证券法经验
• 蒋商律业务包括：
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

买卖企业
企业投资
公司股价结构
股东协议
上市 (IPO, RTO, CPC, QT)
融资
投资基金
房地产
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关于我自己
• 中文名： 蒋虹

• 在四川出生长大
• 重庆北培西南大学学士学位
• 1989 年来到加拿大
• 获得了加拿大一个学士学位, 一个法律学位, 和法律硕士学位
• 2000 年成为安大略合格律师(21年经验)
• 2000-2002在大型律师事务所办事
• 2002年加入富高乐作证券法和公司法
• 2006年在香港富尔德律师事务所办事

• 2007-2019是富高乐证券法小组的合伙人
• 2019 创立蒋商律
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什么是楼花转让？
An assignment of an Agreement of Purchase and Sale is
when the original purchaser from the Builder agrees to
allow a new purchaser to take over the contract with the
Builder.
The original purchaser does not have to close with the
Builder and does not take possession (if occupancy has not
taken place) or title to the property. The new buyer takes
over and completes the property purchase with the Builder.
The assignment takes place after the original buyer has
agreed to buy from the Builder, but before the deal closes;
the original buyer never takes title to the property.
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Assignment Price
Deposit

• $ 80,000

Profit/Assignment Fee

• $ 200,000

Total Assignment Price
Payable

•

Purchase Price to Builder

•

TOTAL PRICE BY NEW
PURCHASER FOR
PROPERTY

•

$ 280,000

$ 400,000

•

$ 600,000
$280,000 + $400,000 - $80,000
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Is assignment allowed?
1. Most new home or condominium-purchase agreements do not allow the
original buyer to assign the contract to someone else and stipulate that
any attempt by the buyer to do so, or to list the home for sale on the
MLS system, or else list the property for rent, will put the original buyer
in breach of the agreement.
2. This triggers the builder’s right, with notice, to terminate the original
agreement, keep the original buyer’s deposit and seek additional
damages from him or her.
3. And in most cases, the original buyer’s agreement is “dead”; he or she
cannot go back and try to complete the transaction as if no assignment
had taken place.
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Builder’s Approval
1. A potential exception arises if the Builder gives prior written consent for
the assignment.
2. The more draconian contract states that consent may be “unreasonably
and arbitrarily withheld” by the Builder, essentially on its whim.
3. The original buyer is not allowed to deal with the property, unless the
Builder pre-approves it in writing, but in many cases the Builder has no
obligation to give that approval and may withhold it for any reason
whatsoever, including unreasonable and arbitrary ones.
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Conditions for Builder Approval
1. Having both the original buyer and the new buyer sign an
Assignment Agreement that has been drafted by the builder;
2. Mandating the original buyer will not assign the agreement
until the builder has managed to sell a certain percentage of
the units in the overall development (for example, 85 or 90 per
cent), and even then it must be with the builder’s written
consent as usual;
3. Requiring the original buyer to pay a fee to the builder of (for
example) $5,000 plus taxes as part of obtaining the builder’s
consent to the assignment;
4. Requiring the original buyer to pay another fee plus taxes to
the builder’s lawyer (ostensibly as a sort of “legal processing
fee”); Getting the pre-approval of any lending institution or
mortgagee that is providing funding to the builder for
construction or otherwise;
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Conditions for Builder Approval
5. Assuming the builder agrees to the assignment in the first
place, prohibiting any further assignments of the offer by
the new buyer to any subsequent party;
6. Requiring new buyer to provide proof of funding or
mortgage; and
7. Requiring the original buyer to confirm in writing that the
property is not being purchased for short-term speculative
purposes.
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Conditions in Assignment Agreement
• conditional on a review of the original Builder’s
deal and the Assignment Agreement with the
new buyer.
• It will give the new buyer an idea of what the closing
adjustments with the Builder will be, which is
particularly important if he is expected to pay for
them.

• The entire agreement should also be made
conditional on the consent of the Builder to the
assignment.
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Original Buyer Remains on the Hook
• Even after consent the Builder will generally hold the
original buyer responsible if the new buyer fails to pay
and complete the deal on closing.
• Even though the Builder reserves this right against the
original buyer, in most cases, it does not give the original
buyer the right to complete the transaction if the new
buyer does not complete the transaction.
• This is a risk to the original buyer and he should be
aware of this possibility. This does not mean that the
original buyer cannot try to complete the transaction. It
merely means that he does not necessarily have the
right to do so.
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Who Will Pay the Assignment Fee?
• In most instances the original buyer pays the
assignment fee to the Builder.
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What about upgrades and extras?
• Did the original buyer pay for any upgrades and
extras?
• Does the price include money paid by the original
buyer for extras and upgrades?

• Any further payments due for upgrades/extras
ordered?
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Who Pays Adjustments That The Builder Will Charge On Closing?

• Most assignment agreements have the new buyer taking
over the contract, in its entirety, and paying the
adjustments to the Builder on closing.
• However, in some instances the new buyer and original
buyer agree to split the adjustments (other than those
for taxes and maintenance fees).
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How Much Money Will The Seller/Assignor Get And When?
• Banks do not normally fund a mortgage on an assignment
nor on consent of the builder. The bank typitally funds on
final closing when title is passed.
• Sometimes upon the Builder’s signed consent to the
assignment to the new buyer, the original buyer receives
the deposits he has paid to the Builder back. He then
waits for final closing to obtain his profit.
• But many recent cases show the assignment seller
collects both the deposit and profit on assignment
closing.
• Meaning assignment buyers have to fund the assignment
price themselves.
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H.S.T. on Assignment Sales
• CRA’s position is that if a person buys a property for the primary
purpose of selling the house or interest in the house then that
person will be considered a Builder under the Income Tax Act.
• CRA will consider you a Builder if it concludes that you purchased a
property for the primary purpose of selling it or an interest in it, or
to lease it.
• Once you are considered a builder you must charge HST on the
transaction. The official position of CRA is that you must charge any
applicable HST on the profit being made and the deposits.
• So, for example, if you had put down $80,000 in deposits on a
property and made a further profit of $200,000 as an assignment
fee, CRA’s position is that 13% HST is payable on $280,000.
• Under most contracts HST is included in the purchase price to the
assignee/final buyer so this would have to be paid by the
seller/assignor.
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H.S.T. on Assignment Sales
• The CRA will look at several factors in determining
Assignor’s intentions. Here are a few:
• Does the Assignor take action to attract buyers while
the property is under construction?
• How is the Assignor financing the purchase?
• Has the Assignor entered into multiple Agreements to
purchase multiple units at around the same time?

• Is the Assignor’s stated intention to occupy the
residence supported by his/her circumstances?
• Is the Assignor’s pattern of activity such that occupation
of the property demonstrates that his/her use will not
be permanent?
• Is the Assignor a corporation?
• Was the assignment triggered by an unforeseen and
intervening event?
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H.S.T. on Assignment Sales
• Answer to the questions:
• The person offers to sell their interest in the house or takes
other actions to attract buyers before, or while, the house is
under construction.

• The person finances the purchase of the house by a short-term
mortgage, or an open mortgage that can be paid off without
penalty, rather than by a long-term or closed mortgage.
• Financing of the house is beyond the person's means and that
person is relying on the increased value and saleability of the
house, or an interest in the house, in a rising housing market.
• The person is an individual and their stated intention to
occupy the house as a place of residence is not supported by
the circumstances of the case.
• The person's pattern of activity is such that their occupancy of
the house does not have the qualities or characteristics of
being permanent. For example, the person purchases more
than one house at or around the same time.
• The person is a corporation.
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Sample #1 on “Builder”
• Pascal and Chantal own a four-bedroom house
where they live with their three children. This is the
only home they have ever owned and lived in. They
have never purchased any other real property.
• In June 2019, they entered into a purchase and sale
agreement with a builder for a 1-bedroom condo
unit in a new high-rise condominium complex that
was to be built. The purchase price under the
agreement was $375,000 and the closing date was
June 30, 2020.
• In May 2020, they sold their interest in the new
condo unit for $600,000 before it had been occupied
by any individual as a place of residence or lodging.
• They used the sale proceeds to build an addition to
their current home.
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Sample #2 re “Builders”
• Sarah, Francine, and Angela are roommates renting
a three-bedroom house. They entered into a
purchase and sale agreement with a builder in
January 2019 for a one-bedroom condo unit in a
new condominium complex that was to be built.
The purchase price under the agreement was
$300,000 and the closing date was July 31, 2023.

• In March 2020, the fair market value of the new
condo unit had increased by 50%. They entertained
several offers for the sale of their interest in the
condo unit before assigning it to James.
• They split the proceeds, which they each used as a
down payment to buy their own homes.
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Sample #3 re “Builders”
• Eric and Gina owned a 3-bedroom house where they lived
with their 3 children.
• They entered into a purchase and sale agreement with a
builder in October 2019 to purchase a new 4-bedroom
house that was to be built. They intended to use the new
house as their primary place of residence as it was located
much closer to the children's school and to Eric and Gina's
workplaces and had more space. The closing date is July 31,
2021.

• Eric and Gina sold their current home in June 2020 and
moved into a rented home they planned to live in until their
new house was ready. However, in December 2020, Gina's
mother became ill and moved in with them as she was no
longer able to live on her own.
• Eric and Gina decided that the new house would no longer
be large enough and that they would now need a house
with a granny suite. They sold their interest in the new 4bedroom house so that they could buy a bigger home that
would suit their changed needs.
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Sample #4 re “Builders”
• Cindy entered into a purchase and sale agreement
with a builder in November 2019 for a new house
that was to be built.

• She intended to use the house as her primary place
of residence. Her new home would be located
within walking distance from her workplace and
would be closer to her family than the apartment
she is currently renting. The closing date for the
purchase is September 30, 2021.
• In July 2020, Cindy's employer announced that it
was relocating to another city located three hours
away. To keep her current job, Cindy had to move to
that city. She sold her interest in the house to John.
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H.S.T. on Assignment Sales

Primary intention unit bought would be used
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Change in circumstance resulted in an assignment/sale
of the unit

a son or daughter when attending University/College
a parent who wanted or needed a place to reside

such son/daughter chose not to go to University/College
the buyer's mom or dad no longer could use or wanted to use
such apartment as a residence (due to their death or needs a
retirement home)
a spouse who planned to separate from the family
intention to separate from family changed
the buyer(s) who intended to downsize
decision was made later not to downsize
the buyer(s) who intended to use the apartment when the buyer(s) reasonably changed his/their minds about such
working downtown or when visiting Toronto
intended use
a son or daughter who was engaged to be married
the engaged son or daughter decided not to marry or decided
to live elsewhere
buyer wanted to move closer to a workplace OR to
the workplace location changed or the intended relocation of
relocate a place of work
workplace changed
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Income Tax on Assignment Sales

• Whether the sale profit is capital gain or income
depends on intent of the buyer at the time of
purchase to treat the property as capital or
inventory.
• If it is determined that the intention of the
taxpayer at the time of purchase was to resell
the property for a profit, then the proceeds
would be considered business income which
has a 100% inclusion rate as opposed to a 50%
inclusion rate for capital gains.
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Income Tax on Assignment Sales

• Generally, capital gains treatment occurs with
the disposition of an asset that was acquired to
be held for a long term, to either produce
income or be used personally,
• whereas business income treatment occurs
where the asset was acquired with the sole
purpose to be sold at a profit.
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Income Tax on Assignment Sales
To determine whether the income from assignment is
considered a capital gain or business income, intent and a
number of factors will be reviewed by the CRA to
determine the nature of income:
• The taxpayer’s intention related to the property at the
time of purchase and the manner in which it was carried
out.
• The nature of the taxpayer’s profession, business and
history in dealing with real estate transactions. Often
those in the real estate industry are deemed to earn
business income as they are involved in the industry.
• Property flipping - those who buy and resell homes in a
short period of time for a profit tend to be treated as
earning business income.
• The period of ownership.
• Reasons for, and the nature of, the sale, etc.
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LTT and Assignment
• Land transfer tax (LTT) will be payable by the new
purchaser
• LTT to be paid on final closing when title is
transferred from Builder to new purchaser
• Will the LTT be on the $400,000 purchase price with
the Builder?

• Or will LTT be paid on the entire $600,000 ($400,000
Builder price + $200,000 assignment fee?
• Ontario Government specifically had a bulletin
saying LTT will be on the entire amount
• Court cases where new purchaser claim profit was
only an assignment fee and not subject to LTT
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HST New Housing Rebate
• Typically the original buyer may have been entitled to the
HST New Housing Rebate, based on meeting numerous
qualifying requirements and stipulations. Original
purchase will not be entitled to new housing HST rebate
as he never acquired title.
• But once there has been an assignment, it is the new
buyer’s circumstances that will determine whether the
opportunity for an HST Rebate exists. He or she will
have to meet the stipulated legislated requirements, and
may either apply directly to the Canada Revenue Agency
(CRA), or arrange with the Builder to have the rebate
amount credited right at closing.
• If LLT is paid on both the purchase price to Builder and
the profit, then new purchaser may want to apply for HST
new housing rebate themselves by using the higher
amount, instead of builder applying for it using only the
lower price.
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Non-Residents of Canada that Assign their Rights to a Unit
• Canadian real estate, or an option to acquire an interest in
Canadian real estate, is considered taxable Canadian property.
• Sale by a non-resident of Canada is reportable in Canada.

• As the non-resident of Canada is disposing (i.e., assigning) their
interest in taxable Canadian property, there is a requirement to
submit a Certificate of Compliance application within 10 days of
the assignment transaction. Failing to submit the application in
a timely fashion will result in a maximum penalty of $2,500 per
taxpayer.
• Further, the purchaser may be liable to withhold and remit 25%
of the gross proceeds as a federal tax withholding, absent a
waiver.
• Also, non-residents are required to file a Canadian tax return by
April 30 following the year they sold their property. Generally,
upon filing a tax return, part of the withholding tax is refunded
to the seller as the 25% withholding tax is usually a lot higher
than the actual taxes owing. At this point, seller can also claim
expenses like legal fees and commissions against the income
from the sale.
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Builders Cancelling Incentives as a Condition of Assignment
• Builder is insisting on removing certain incentives
that the original Buyer/Assignor may have received
under the terms of the original Builder Agreement.
Such incentives can be quite substantial and range
from caps to development charge levies, to common
expense credits, to other incentives given at the
time of the original purchase.
• On a Large Project on Adelaide St., East – the Builder
deleted the Development Charge cap, common expense
credit and free leaseback provision. As part of the builder
consent document, they only replaced the Development
Charge cap, at a significantly higher amount
• On a project at Yonge and Eglinton- the Builder deleted the
Development Charge cap (which was $0) and did not
replace it. This means the New Buyer/ Assignee would be
fully responsible for increases in development charge rates
from July 1, 2015, which may amount to thousands of
dollars.
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Commission
• A final issue to be negotiated is who is paying the
commission with respect to the Assignment
Agreement transaction. This includes consideration
of the specific commission rate, together with the
details on how and when the commission gets paid.
• Typically the assignment commission is on the
amount received by the assignment seller.
• Typically the assignment seller pays the commission
on assignment.
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Risk for New Buyer
• The developer may not complete the development.
• Assignee will only be entitled to get the deposit
back from the builder (if assignment says new buyer
gets deposit from builder)
• Any assignment fee paid to the developer and any
lift/profit paid to the assignor may not be
recoverable.
• New buyer do some due diligence on builder and
project.
• Consider whether the “lift/profit” will be paid to the
assignor upon assignment closing or held in trust
until unit is built and title is being transferred. But
not market practice now.
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QUESTIONS?
您有问题?
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蒋虹, 首席律师, 21年经验包括20年贝街公司法和证券法经历

蒋商律 Hong Wilkin Business Law Professional Corporation
业务包括：
买卖企业, 企业投资, 公司股价结构, 股东协议, 上市 (IPO, RTO, CPC, QT),
融资, 投资基金, 房地产
235 Yorkland Blvd., Suite 802
Toronto, Ontario M2J 4Y8
Email 电邮：judith@jhwbizlaw.com
Website 网站: www.jhwbizlaw.com

